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Report:
THE FLUID ART WORKSHOP, 13th AUGUST, 2018, ROOM NO. 17:
A lovely and lively response from our students who got to experience and explore their
colourful and creative side. Each HC member actively participated in teaching and guiding the
fluid art technique to all the excited participants who got to take their masterpieces and a
whole bunch of memories home.
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TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION, 5th SEPTEMBER, 2018, ROOM NO. 13:
To celebrate this day and to honour them , our association along with other associations of
Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics, came together to put a beautiful event
followed by music performance, dance and other such games and activities. The creative team
members of HC came together and gifted each teacher a beautiful basket of pictures and
quotes to our lovely teachers and our dear principal.
CARNIVAL DAY CELEBRATION, 11th DECEMBER, 2018, NM OLD CANTEEN:
Hobby Centre celebrated the ‘Carnival Day’ by setting up a stall along with the Wildlife and
Nature club. The students had to make a stable tower using Oreos without letting the tower
come crashing down. The logic was simple, ‘Beat Gravity to it and win’. The winners were given
Oreo packets as gifts, to share joy and happiness. The event was a success, with the vibrant
music perfectly complimenting the spirit and enthusiasm of the students.

THE ART PAGEANT, 18th JANUARY, 2019, ROOM NO. 18:
The event was conducted to appreciate and encourage the expressive artists of our college and
provide them a platform to express themselves through their art form. The Contest had 2
rounds – i) Talent Round ii) The Question - Answer Round
Each artist was given an opportunity to express their thoughts and ideas through the art form
they are comfortable with be it writing, painting, doodling, sketching or quilling. The ﬁnalists
were promoted to the second round where they were asked to present their art work and
questions were asked based on their art and their personality. The winners were awarded
excellence certificate.
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THE ART OF CALLIGRAPHY WORKSHOP, 5th MARCH, 2019, ROOM NO. 10:
The calligraphy workshop conducted by the very talented Debobrata Das from Pearl Academy
was the last and the most memorable event for all the members as well as the participants. The
participants were supplied with all the required equipments along with the expertise of the
calligraphy skill. Each participant was given wonderful goodies by our sponsors from Pearl
Academy which they took home along with a bunch of memories and the skill in calligraphy art.
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